OMNI2 - SIMULATION AND DEBRIEFING
CONTROLLER
PRODUCT NUMBER: 1706

DESCRIPTION:
OMNI 2 makes it easier than ever to drive scenarios, monitor performance, and capture participants' actions for data-rich debriefing sessions.
It is simple to operate with touchscreen controls and an intuitive layout that lets you manage physiological changes while remaining focused
on the training. Put simply, it's a frustration-free solution that works to complement your clinical know-how.
OMNI 2 is compatible with a growing selection of over 40 Gaumard patient simulators and skills trainers.

CASES AND PATHOLOGIES:
NURSING SKILLS:
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- Simulate realistic clinical presentations to train patient assessment and care
- Train patient monitor interpretation and management planning
- Features skill-specific modules including blood pressure and CPR trainers with real time feedback
OBSTETRIC SKILLS:
- Automatic fetus delivery controls offer you repeatability and consistency between exercises
- Rehearse management of shoulder dystocia
- Virtual CTG monitor support offers practice in FHR/UA interpretation, decision making and documentation
NEONATAL RESUSCITATION:
- Simulate respiratory compromise to train assessment and management protocols
- Monitor ventilation performance in real-time to improve technique
- Built-in resuscitation algorithms help track participant actions and key events for debriefing
ECPR:
- Real-time CPR feedback: Compression depth and rate, excessive ventilation, no-flow time, CPR cycle
- Smart Coach: audible tones make it easy to teach the correct rate and ratio every time
- Detailed report lets you identify and improve the weak areas in a provider’s performance

CHARACTERISTICS:
CONTROL:
- Wireless communication lets you move freely to better observe the action
- Over 35 programmable vitals including: HR, ECG, RR, BP, SpO2, EtCO2, and more
- One-touch vitals controls facilitate changes on-the-fly or trending over time
MONITORING:
- Monitor CPR quality metrics in real time to ensure quality
- Supports optional virtual patient monitor for training assessment and decision-making skills
- Monitor ventilation quality and its effectiveness on the patient
DEBRIEFING:
- Timestamped log records provider actions, vital signs changes, and notes to aid debriefing
- Includes preprogrammed lists of common provider actions for easy tracking
- Save and share session log for archiving and debriefing
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COMPATIBLE PATIENT SIMULATORS:
- Code Blue III family
- HAL family
- SUSIE and CHLOE family
- NOELLE family
- PREMIE Blue, PEDI Blue family
- SUSIE SIMON simulators
COMPATIBLE SKILLS TRAINERS:
- Blood pressure reading skills trainer
- HAL heart and lung sounds family

INCLUDE:
- 1 OMNI2 tablet controller
- 1 Rugged case
- 1 Power supply + cable
- 1 Instructions manual
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